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When it comes to fun, Daddy always
has greaf ideas. Today he suggested we
all do something that he hadn't done for
years-go roller-skating! "I used to
skate on bumpy sidewalks when I was
your age," he said. "But we're going to a
rink made especially for roller-skating,"
At the rink, people of all ages were
whizzing by. Merry and Kerry and
Daddy and I took off our shoes and
slipped on skates that laced up high like
my ice skates. They had big colored
wheels and a rubber pad just under the
toe that Mommy said would help me to
"The
stop.
skates I remember came
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with a key and clamped right on to my
"When I wanted to
shoes," said Daddy.
stop, I rode up on the grass."
Then, with a little push, we all rolled
"Lean forward a
out onto the floor.
"Push one leg,
little," Daddy coached.
then the other, and swing your arms
back and forth." At first my feet went
wherever the skates wanted them to go.
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But it didn't hurt to fall because I had
elbow and kneepads on. Soon I was
skating around and around the rink on
"Clickety-click" went the
my own.
"Whirr,"
wheels on the wood f loor.
they
went as they spun faster and faster.
Suddenly, music was everywhere, and
all the roller skaters turned to dancers.
For a while, after we all traded in our
wheels for plain old feet again, I still felt
as if I were gliding. Everyone agreed it
was a lot of fun and that we should plan
"Yes, but not foo soonl'
to go again soon.
said Daddy, as he sat down at the table
for dinner-with a pillow on his chair!
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